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A wave-front phase dislocation due to the scattering of surface plasmons from a topological defect is directly
measured in the near field by means of interference. The dislocation strength is shown to be equal to the
incident optical spin with analogy to the magnetic flux parameter in the Aharonov-Bohm effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the celebrated paper of Aharonov and Bohm,1 it was
shown that the scattering pattern of charged particles imping-
ing on an impenetrable cylinder depends on the magnetic
flux, �, contained within the cylinder. In particular, the
phase difference of 2�� is acquired between the two parts of
the particles’ beam passing on different sides of the cylinder,
where �=q� / �2��� is the flux parameter, and q is the par-
ticles’ charge. In 1980 Berry showed that although � is un-
observable in quantum mechanics, this parameter reveals an
interesting topology of the electrons wave function, namely,
that it corresponds to the strength of wave-front dislocation
�the number of wave crests ending on the dislocation�.2,3 A
water wave analog of the Aharonov-Bohm �AB� experiment
was presented, where the interference of a plane wave with a
vortex was observed using a water ripple tank. It was shown
that the water circulation corresponding to � in the AB ex-
periment is manifested by the wave-front dislocation
strength. Here, we present a direct measurement of the wave
dislocation strength of the surface plasmon-polaritons �SPPs�
scattered by a topological defect. A circular nanoslit was
used to excite an out-propagating plasmonic wavefront. We
measured the scattered plasmonic-wave dislocation strength
by its interference with an additional plasmonic reference
wave. The dislocation strength was shown to be equal to the
incident optical spin �polarization helicity� in a manner simi-
lar to the AB wave function dislocation strength being equal
to the magnetic flux parameter. Moreover, we experimentally
demonstrated that the SPP wave dislocation is independent
on the incident wavelength and the nanoslit diameter, there-
fore verifying the geometric nature of the phenomenon. This
effect is attributed to the optical spin-orbit interaction �SOI�–
coupling of the intrinsic angular momentum-spin and the ex-
trinsic �orbital/linear� momentum of the electromagnetic
field.4–10 In general, SOI lies in the origin of such remarkable
effects as the optical spin-Hall effect,4,11–13 the plasmonic
Coriolis effect,14 and the optical Magnus effect.15 Our ex-
periment was analyzed using a rotating reference frame,
which leads to a spin-dependent correction of the momentum
term in the wave equation. The experiment and analysis pre-
sented in this paper elucidate the significance of the optical
spin in the scattering of SPPs from a topological defect and
its connection to the plasmonic phase dislocation.

II. PHASE DISLOCATIONS

Let us consider a monochromatic plane wave propagating
in certain direction. The wave-fronts are defined as lines

of constant phase, �, of a complex wave, ��r�
= ���r��exp�i��r��. Wave crests are particular wave-fronts,
defined by ��r�=2M�, where M is an integer. Under some
circumstances, one may find a point such that when making
a closed loop C around it, the phase changes by multiple ld of
2�, i.e., ld= 1

2��C���r� ·dr. This point is called a phase dis-
location and was first introduced in waves by Nye and
Berry2,3 using the analogy with crystal dislocations. The dis-
location strength, ld, is the number of the wave crests that
end at the dislocation point. The phase in the dislocation
point is indefinite, therefore, the field must vanish there. In
the three dimensional wave, the dislocation points become
dislocation lines and may be monitored by the zero-field
amplitude.3 The electromagnetic field phase dislocation is
analogical to a vortex in fluid and the dislocation strength
corresponds to the vortex circulation.2

III. PLASMONIC AHARONOV-BOHM EXPERIMENT

Our system consists of a thin �120 nm� gold film evapo-
rated onto a glass substrate with a coaxial aperture milled by
a focused ion beam �FEI Strata 400 s dual beam system, Ga+,
30 keV, 48 pA; see Fig. 1�. The inner and outer radii of the
aperture are 365 nm and 525 nm, respectively. A 320-nm-
wide slit was milled in the proximity of the coaxial aperture
in order to provide a reference wave-front for the interfer-
ence measurement. The element was illuminated by a tun-
able CW Ti:Saphire laser �Spectra-physics-3900 S� and ex-
cited surface plasmon wave was directly probed by the 150
nm aperture near-field scanning optical microscope �NSOM�
tip �Multiview 2000, Nanonics Imaging; see Fig. 1�c��. The
measured fringe pattern for incident right- and left-handed
circularly polarized light ��= �1� at 	0=800 nm is pre-
sented in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�. The resulting pictures appear to
be asymmetric in the sense that an additional fringe emerge
above or below the coaxial aperture according to the incident
spin �see fringe analysis in Figs. 2�c� and 2�d��. It can be
concluded that a plasmonic wave scattered by the cylindrical
defect acquires a phase-front dislocation analogous to the
one obtained in a AB wave function.1,2,16 Such a dislocation
is evidence of a spiral phase front obtained by the scattered
surface plasmons. In our experiment, the additional fringe
appearing in the interference pattern indicates that the topo-
logical charge of the spiral phase is �1, depending on the
incident spin; therefore, the corresponding phase distribution
is given by 
=−��, where �, is the azimuthal angle �Fig.
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1�b��. This phenomenon can be elucidated by considering the
effect of spin-orbit coupling.

Surface plasmon-polaritons are surface-confined electro-
magnetic waves due to the collective oscillations of the free
electrons in metal. The coupling of light to nonradiative sur-
face modes is achieved via momentum modification by a
surface defect, such as a nanoaperture.17,18 In particular, a
one-dimensional nanoslit introduces a momentum modifica-
tion �matching� in perpendicular direction, exciting a surface
wave with a phase-front parallel to the slit. Moreover, only
transverse magnetic polarized incident waves �with an elec-
tric field perpendicular to the slit� can be efficiently coupled
by the slit to surface plasmons. This polarization selectivity
in SPP excitation implies highly anisotropic interaction. Due
to the circular shape of the slit in our system, it is convenient
to analyze the wave propagation in a rotating reference frame
attached to a local anisotropy axis.2,19,20

For the observer moving along a path with radius r the
local structure �slit� orientation appears to be rotated with the
rate �=d /d�=1 /r, where ��� is the slit orientation and �
is the path parameter �see Fig. 1�b��. The Helmholtz equation
in a noninertial reference frame rotating with ����, is
��2+k2−2��k�E�=0, where E�= �Ex+ i�Ey� /�2 are the
eigenvectors of circular polarizations. Note that a spin-
dependent Coriolis term appears in the corrected Helmholtz
equation. This equation can be written as ��2+K2�E�=0,
where K����k���−� � is the generalized momentum.1,2,20

A similar term also appears in the time-independent
Schrödinger equation in the presence of a vector potential.
This spin-dependent wave-vector modification is a manifes-
tation of the optical spin-orbit interaction similar to the spin-
Hall and the Stern-Gerlach effects. The additional momen-
tum leads to a geometric phase accumulation of


g = −	 ��d� = − � . �1�

Accordingly, the phase of the scattered plasmonic wave will
be continuous up to the factor of 2� everywhere excluding
the point r=0, where the phase dislocation appears. The
phase in Eq. �1� is analogous to the phase arising in a AB
wave function, ��r�.1,2 The latter effect appears when a beam
of particles with charge of q is scattered from an infinite
impenetrable cylinder containing a magnetic flux �
=�A�r� ·dr=
B�r�dS, where A�r� is the vector potential
and B�r� is the magnetic field. The suitable vector potential
is given by A�r�= �� /2�r� �̂, where �̂ is the unit vector in
the azimuthal direction. The corresponding time-independent
Schröedinger equation is then given by

1
2m �−i��−qA�r��2��r�= �2k2

2m ��r�, where m is the particle’s
mass and � is Plank’s constant. Note that the expression in
parentheses is the generalized momentum term. In the linear
approximation in A, the above equation can be written as,
��2+k2− 2iq

� A ·����r�=0. The resulting equation resembles
the Helmholtz equation in the rotating frame, where the third
term in the parentheses stands for the Coriolis term. In our
system, the momentum correction term along the � coordi-
nate is ��k��=� /r, and is analogous to the qA term in the
AB effect. The main result of the AB experiment is a spiral
phase 
=�� acquired by the particles scattered from the
cylinder, where the topological charge is the magnetic flux
parameter. The topological charge of the phase obtained in
our experiment can be found as, l= 1

2����k��d�=�. There-
fore, one can conclude that the intrinsic spin in our experi-
ment corresponds to the flux parameter � in the AB effect.
Due to the nonzero topological charge ��= �1� a singularity
of the plasmonic field appears in the center of the defect,
resulting in a dark spot �see inset Fig. 2�b��. The vanishing
electromagnetic field in the center corresponds to the impen-
etrability of the cylinder proposed in the AB experiment.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Experimentally measured near-field in-
tensity for �a� �=1 polarization and �b� �=−1 polarization at 	
=800 nm. The measured fringe maxima are presented in �c� for
�=1 and �d� for �=−1 states. The black circle in �c� and �d� rep-
resents the location of the circular nanoslit. The inset in �b� with a
dark spot in the center �marked with an arrow� is the measured
intensity distribution inside the circular slit.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Experimental system. �a� Scanning elec-
tron microscope �SEM� picture of the investigated element �see text
for details�. �b� A magnified SEM picture of the circular nanoslit.
�c� Experimental setup. The element was illuminated from the bot-
tom by the laser beam whose polarization was switched by a
quarter-wave plate to be �= �1. The near-field intensity distribu-
tion was measured by the NSOM tip.
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Accordingly, the geometry of our system affects the resulting
plasmonic phase-front in a similar way as a vector potential
affects the electrons’ wave function. In contrast to the origi-
nal AB effect, here the topological charge of the plasmonic
spiral phase is spin dependent, therefore it can be regarded as
the intrinsic AB effect similar to the Aharonov-Casher
effect.21

IV. GEOMETRIC NATURE OF THE EFFECT

A peculiarity of the observed effect lies in its geometric
nature. The spiral phase of the plasmonic waves arises solely
due to a rotation of the local anisotropy and is not the result
of an optical path difference. Therefore, the phase dislocation
will be independent of the wavelength or the size of the
defect. To verify this, several elements with defects of dif-
ferent sizes were tested. In Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� we present the
measured fringe patterns for circular slit with a diameter of
1.8 �m and width of 320 nm illuminated with 	=800 nm.
Moreover, a simulation using a finite difference time domain
�FDTD� algorithm is presented in Figs. 3�c� and 3�d� for the
same defect size but for 	=532 nm incident illumination. In
the measured as well as in the calculated near-field intensity
distributions, same spin-dependent phase dislocations are
clearly observed. A phase distribution of the scattered plas-
monic field �without interfering with a reference wave� was
also calculated by FDTD for 	=532 nm illumination and is
presented in the Figs. 3�e� and 3�f�. The topological charge
of the calculated spiral phase is equal to the incident spin and
is not dependent upon the incident wavelength or the defect
size, emphasizing the geometric nature of the observed ef-
fect.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated a spin-symmetry
breaking of a plasmonic field scattering from a rotationally
symmetric defect by direct measurement of the near-field
distribution. The spin-orbit interaction leads to a spiral spin-
dependent geometric phase which was observed in our sys-

tem by means of the interference with the reference plas-
monic surface wave. A phase dislocation in the measured
fringe pattern is analogous to the one observed in an AB
effect. Moreover, both effects arise due to a scattering from a
topological defect, therefore implying a strong correspon-
dence between the equations. Our analysis sheds light on the
intriguing role of optical angular momentum in scattering
from topological defects which can be seen as the counter-
part of the magnetic flux parameter in the AB effect.
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